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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new speech coding technique
which yields improvedspeech qualityover existing 2.4
kb/s LPC vocoders. The method is computationally effrcient and operates at a data rate of 4.8 kb/s. Each speech
frame is initially
classified
as
voiced
or unvoiced.
Unvoiced frames are synthesized using a linear predictive
coding filter with noise or multipulseexcitation.Voiced
frames are synthesized using a sum of sinusoids. The frequency of each sinusoid is defined bypeaks in the frequency spectrum. A new interpolation technique provides
a computationally eficient method of locating the spectral
peaks. A real-time, fully quantized version has been implemented in hardware.

ANALYSIS
Fig. 1 diagrams the information flow between the
major components of the analysis portion of the speech
coder.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, a 4.8 kb/s harmonic coding algorithm is
presented which representsan
improvementinspeech
quality over existing 2.4 kb/s LPC vocoder systems [1,2].
A major factor guiding algorithm design is that the algorithm beimplementablein
currently availablehardware.
Experiencehas shown that raisingthebit
rate of LPC
vocoders by increasing the frame rate, the LPC filter order,
and the quantization precision of the transmitted parameters does notlead toanaudible improvement in speech
quality. Thus,analternativeapproachis
desired. The
Code Excited LPC method [3] provides very good speech
quality, but, even in its efficient forms [4], is computationally tooexpensive. Most methods using sinusoidalreconstruction of the speech signal areorientedtowardsan
8
kb/s rate [5,6], and are also computationally very expensive.
The design of the 4.8 kb/s harmonic coder begins
with an existing 2.4 kb/s vocoder [ 11 which consumes only
a small part of the real-time available onthe proposed
hardware. The twomainimpairments
of atypical LPC
vocoderarethe
overall “buzzy‘l quality of thesynthetic
voiced speech and the lack of arobustvoiced-unvoiced
decision. The latter impairment is improved by utilizing a
three-level voicing decision 171. Here, we present a computationally inexpensive method to improve the quality of the
voiced speech using harmonic reconstruction.
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Fig. 1

Analyzer Block Diagram
The input analog speech is digitized at a sampling rate of
8 kHz and segmented into 20 ms frames. The Burg
method [SI of LPC analysis is used to compute 16 LPC

coefficients since it is robust when using fixed-poiat arithmetic. Pitchdetection,implemented using a time-domain
discriminant analysis-based system [I], is performed prior
to harmonic analysis.
The spectrum of a voiced frame consists of a series of
peakswithfrequencies
thatare close, but not exactly
equal, to integer multiples of thc speaker’s fundamental frequency.
Voiced
frames
are synthesized
by
summing
sinusoidsatseiectedfrequencies
inthe neighborhood of
multiples of the fundamental frequency. The analysis of a
voiced frame uses a pitch estimate to determine the fundamentalfrequency.Experimentalresults
indicatethat the
exact location of aharmonicpeak is critical only in the
lower end of the spectrum (less than 2 kHz).
Since the calculation of the spectrum is computationally expensive it is advantageous to downsample the speech
by a factor of two. Overlapping Hamming windows are
applied tothe downsampledspeech. The Hamming windowhas a length of 30 ms ccnteredaroundthe
20 ms
analysis frame. The downsampled and windowedspeech
data are then padded with zeroes to form the sequence of
data points on which the Fourier transform is performed.
Inorderto
minimize the real-time requirements,a 256point FFT is computed, yielding a 16 Hz resolution of the
spectrum.
The analysis of a voiced frame consists of a sequential searchfor harmonicpeakswithin
the spectrum. To
find the location of the i th harmonic peak, the slope of the
low-resolution spectrum at the multiplc of the fundamental
is determined. The spectrum is searched in the direction
of increasing slope until the first spectral peak is located.
If a peak is not found bcforc a point halfway to the next
harmonic is reached, thc multiple of the fundamental frequency is used.
To more accurately dctermine the location of a harmonic peak within the spectrum, a quadratic interpolation
procedure is applied to the low-resolution spectrum. First,
the peak in the low-resolution spectrum is found. Next, a
quadratic polynomial is fittcd through the peak in the lowresolution spectrum s k and the two adjacent points &.-I
andThefrequency
f i atthepeak
of the interpolated
spectrum is found by

The new fundamental frequency estimate is used to calculatethe theoretical frequency of the following harmonic
fi+l. This improvedestimate corrects for inaccuracies in
the originalpitchestimate
and increases the probability
that the spectral peaks will belocatedwithin the search
regions.
Afterthe harmonicpeaks are found, the harmonic
offsets are calculated using the adjusted fundamental frequency estimate. Theadjustmentprocedure insures that
the offset distribution is symmetric about zero. This symmetry permits efficient coding techniques
when preparing
the harmonic offset parametersfor transmission. Table 1
lists the parameters that
are
computed, coded, and
transmitted for eachtype of voicing state.

This interpolation procedure approximates a 2 Hz frequency resolution. The difference between the multiple of
the fundamental frequency and the actual location of the
peak is defined as a harmonic offset.
As each harmonicpeak f i is found, the pitchestimate for the frame is readjusted. The equation for the ith
adjusted pitch estimate pi is

where i is the harmonic number, M is the total number of
harmonics, a n,i is the instantaneous amplitude of the i th
harmonic, 4n,i is the instantaneous phase of the i th harmonic, and M is the number of samples per frame. Instantaneous phase is defined by
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Table 1. Coded parameters transmitted for each type of speech frame

SYNTHESIS
The synthesis portion of the speech coder operates in
one of three states dependingonthe three-level voicing
decision. For unvoicedframes,speech
is synthesized by
using either a random noise or a pulse sequence excitation
as input to an LPC latticefilter [7,9]. Efficientcomputation of the pulse sequcnceis dcscribcdin [7]. The harmonic structure of voiced frames is reproduced during synthesis by summing sinusoids at the correct frequencies and
amplitudes. Fig. 2 illustrates the major components of the
synthesis portion of the speech coder.
The synthesized specch samples are denoted by yn.
The sinusoidal model for the nth synthesized data point in
a voiced frame is

where wn, is the instantaneousfrequency and T is the
sampling period. The initial phase of each harmonic at the
onset of voicing is assumed to be zero.
Duringvoicedspeech
synthesis, theinstantaneous
harmonic frequenciesand amplitudes are obtained using
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I

decreases to zero.
Energymatching is performedwith an orthogonal
sinewaveapproximation.Using
Parseval's theorem [lo],
the energy of the sum of the M sinewaves (assuming constsntfrequency) is matched tothe energy of theinput
speech signal using the following gain:
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Fig. 2
Synthesizer Block Diagram

linear interpolation on corresponding(i. e., of the same harmonic number) frequency and amplitude information from
adjacent frames. This interpolation strategy is valid given
the rate of change of the fundamental frequency of human
speech. It s e e m natural to use harmonic amplitudes computedfromthe
FFT for synthesis. However, using harmonic amplitudes computed from an LPC-generated spectralenvelope is more practicalsince there is no need to
transmit individual harmonicamplitude
information. In
practice, there is no significant difference in the resulting
synthetic speech.
Changing pitch often causes the number of harmonics
inadjacent frames to differ. Sincetheseharmonics
are
matched sequentially starting at the lowest frequency, harmonics must be added or deleted at the upper end of the
spectrum.Harmonics
whichareaddedtothe
present
frame are introduced by maintaining a constant frequency
over the firsthalf of the frame while linearly increasing the
instantaneous amplitudefrom zero. The initial phase of
each harmonic is assumed to be zero. Similarly, harmonics
which are deleted are kept at
a constant frequency over
the second half of the frame while the amplitude linearly

where E is the input speechsignal energy.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
A real-time full-duplex 4.8 kb/s voice coder based on
the techniques presentedin this paperhas been implemented hardware
in
using two Texas
Instruments
TMS320C25 Digital Signal Processors. Since the parameters transmitted include those used by a typical LPC
vocoder, the system isdownward compatiblewith a 2.4
kb/sLPC vocoder. To operate as anLPC vocoder, the
harmonicoffsets are not transmitted, and the synthesizer
merely substitutes exact multiples of the fundamental frequency for theharmonics.
To achievean efficient hardware implementation,
severalalgorithmicmodifications
are necessary. For a
low-pitched male speaker, the number of harmonic offsets
to be transmitted can be large, requiring an excessive data
rate. Thecurrenthardware
implementationlocates and
transmitsonly thefirstten
offsets. Thesearethe
most
important offsets for optimumspeech quality. More efficientquantization schemes, suchas vectorquantization,
would allow more offsets to be transmitted, butcurrent
real-time limitations prohibit the use of more computationally intensive quantization procedures.
Another consideration is the size of the FFT which
can becomputed.Since
small errorsin location of the
low-frequency harmonic peaks may introduce large errors
whensearchingfor
higher frequency harmonics, it is
important to compute an FFT with as much resolution as
possible. Hardware constraints limit the maximum FFT
size to 256 points. The downsampling and interpolation
techniques provide an acceptablesolution to achieve the
required resolution for accurate placement of the harmon-

ics.
The synthesizer is similarly limited by computational
constraints. While the harmonic frequency and amplitude
interpolators could be implemented using quadratic functions, these are computationally fartoo expensive. The
synthetic speech quality obtained using linear interpolators
is similar and the procedure is much more efficient.

CONCLUSIONS
Thispaperdescribes
a harmonic coding algorithm
which may be implemented in relatively modest hardware.
This coder,though not of transparent quality, produces
synthetic speech which is noticeablysmoother and more
intelligible than a conventional 2.4 kb/s LPC vocoder. In
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addition, the coder does not produce the background
distortionsduringvoicingwhicharecharacteristicofLPC
vocoders. These improvements are most noticeable for
malespeakersand
lowpitchedfemalespeakers.Given
morecomputationalpower
in thehardware,theperformance of the coder can be made to approach that of higher
rateharmoniccoders [6]. Methodsofimprovingquality
beyondthatofthesystempresentedherearecurrently
under investigation. A hardware prototype is available for
demonstration.
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